YASAP Kupang, December 2018

Shalom , How are you everybody??
We are Ceria Orphanage want to share a little story about our
places and about what we do everyday. We hope you all enjoy to
read this newsletter from us.

From Marsha 😊
Lieve all of the sponsorship in Belanda, who always supporting
and helping us in YASAP, I thank God everyday because He always
stay here for us and bring piece in our life. I am happy to be here
because I can help to take care of many children and support
them to have aducation so one day they will thinking about their
future, what they want to be. I also make a creativity Tenun.

Hello, my name is Frengki
We here at Yasap is fine. Now I will tell you a little about goats.
Now, before going to school, I first take care of the goats. I cut the
grass and cleaned the goat's cage after that I went to school, after
returning from school. I having lunch and then going to mow the
lawn and collecting goat manure to be stored in compost and
goat manure it will be used for organic fertilizers and also good
for the health of all of us. I am very happy with this work and also
teach me to be a responsible person, I hope this job can be more
diligent.
Maybe this is short story from me and thank you. Here is my
picture.

Hello My name is Agustina, you can call me Agus, I am 16 year
old and I am a student in smpk st yoseph noelbaki.
I will tell you little about whether in Kupang. Now in kupang
sometimes rain not as last year. But now rain only a little.
Though rain but still very hot to pass a rain. We plant Kangkung
in the garden and now it grow to fast so we can eat it
sometimes.
This is vegetables we get from our garden,

Hallo, I'm Defince Hauteas, you can call me Fince, now I'm
already 6th semeter on senior high school. I am studied in
Lentera Harapan Kupang. I am very happy because now I
already 7th years in YASAP, and I get help from all of you.
I'm very happy because all of you still help me, I am very
thankful for it.
I go to school with motorcycle. This is when I and Mery
go to school.

Hello, my name is Maria.
I want to tell you about my practice at Panti Rahayu Purwodadi
Hospital in Central Java. I practice in this place for one month, I
have been here for 3 weeks, there are many acts of fidelity that I
get, I have an interesting story that I want to tell.
in the second week I practiced, I got a patient with normal or
spontaneous labor, here I attended the process of maternal
delivery from the beginning until the end of her birth, I was
instructed by my senior nurse to help push the baby out when the
baby strained, then I cut the baby's umbilical cord and took care of
the baby clean and gave her mother to give ASI. And this was the
first time I saw it with my own eyes and with my own help I helped
with this delivery. I also learned from here that if we want to
succeed we must have a hard work like a mother giving birth to a
baby or our mother leaving us to this world with a struggle to risk
her life and life and death. This is me and the baby after bathe.

Hello, My name is Yuvim, I am 21 years old now. I am study at
kupang state polytechnic I will tell you about the yasap garden.
There is a very large garden, and in the garden we will
preservea variety of plants such as:broccoli,eggplant, chili, and
vegetables.
But we don't use chemical fertilizer but we use organic fertilizer
and we use it by ourselves and now we are also working with
PPMT SOE to develop a more advanced system specifically in
garden.
This is when I and frengki make organic fertilizer

Hello everybody, My name is mery, now I am 16 years old. I am a student in SMK NEGERI 3 KUPANG.I will tell little
story about my school
I'm class x busana 1.in my school i'm very happy and now we ready to sew lady's skirt and we finished examanation
semester 1 and also about match, vollyball and football.
We have garden, everyday we give water to the plant, and after we that, we playing volleyball on the yard.

Hello, here is Sela and Yeni.
I am very grateful because if I do not come to
Yasap, all school equipment cannot be
obtained by young people and the distance
between home and school is very far past
the times. not too far away. thank you for all
the sponsors because they gave me all my
needs so that I was not agitated anymore. I
thank God because he send me people like
you to help me and my friends here. Because
of that I want to try or be more active in
learning so that I can become an
accomplished person
We also have choir grup, we do it every
Sunday on church.

Hello everyone, My name is Sarah. I am one of the children in Ceria
orphanage. I am 20 years old, and now I am currently studying In
Yogyakarta, I take Nursing school. And now, I have live here for more then 2
years.
I want to share a little story when I first come to Yogyakarta. In fact, I am
easy to get along with anyone, because I know a little about Java language.
I studied at STIKES Bethesda Yakkum Yogyakarta, you can find it on google.
STIKES Bethesda is a nursing school, only learn about how, or what is
nursing. We have 8 semesters, and 1 year for nurse profession. Now, I am on
5 semesters, and I today when I wrote this latter, I am in practice for the
medical surgical nursing stage (urinary system and endocrine system,
sensory perseption system), and maternity stage ( at Emmanuel Hospital in
Central Java) . I will send one of my picture when I practice maternity. We
have 3 weeks to practice, and today is the 4th days in maternity room. Next
week, I will practice for 3 stage of medical surgery nursing.
I enjoyed my day on nursing college, and I wish one day, I can make
something big for people, or for my friends on Ceria orphanage. I can help
people who in needed and also go to my place if birth, and find out about health community there.
These picture on the right side, is about Tonometri. This stuff is use to know about someone else eyes. We can check
maybe if she/he have problem with eyes, then we can use this to check it.

Hello all, my name is Yolanda. You can call me Yolan.
The months is changing all the time , and doesn't feel we are
now in the last month for 2018. Many things we have done and
many things that I have gotten in this year. All of you have given
me a lot ... I can go to school and enjoying life
with friends here because of the attention of all the sponsors.
Thank you so much for your noble support for us at the cheerful
orphanage.
And we have library, so, everyday, we will read one book, and
then we share to each other what we read. We like this Sistem,
so we can learn what new or anything we don't know before.
Here is my picture and friends when we have
reading time.

Syalom ... best wishes to all of the sponsors who have cared for and want to help us in TIMOR. My name is Debby and
I am one of the staff here in YASAP, I also a teacher in TK Ceria. I want to share little about TK Ceria, yesterday we
have a meeting with UNICEF from Kupang, that teach us so many about how to teach children or make them have
more intelligent and creative. They teach us to create something different.

This is one of the UNICEF people, she said happy to share one or two things about creativity if the children.

That is little story that we have, we want to say sorry if there is not match sentences because we still learning about
English. We try it and we hope you all can understand what we are telling on the story.
We all want to say, "MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR"
We will celebrate it to accept Jesus come in our home, our heart, and also our daily. We are family, and Gid will
always beside us no matter what.
We Love you all.
Best regards from Ceria Orphanage, Debby 😘

